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This statement is made jointly by Humanists UK and the Danish Humanist Society.

We thank the Special Rapporteur for her report and welcome her statement that while
o�ensive expression can be deeply and profoundly hurtful, it does not justify criminal
sanctions.2

We are therefore dismayed that Denmark amended its Penal Code to ban the
‘inappropriate treatment’ of religious texts.3 Having repealed its blasphemy laws in 2017,
this is a backwards step for Denmark in fulfilling its obligation to promote and protect
the rights to freedom of religion or belief and of expression. Together these rights allow
for the exchange of ideas which is necessary for a tolerant society to flourish because it
allows for hatred to be challenged.4 We are further alarmed that the UK Government
does not appear to recognise Denmark’s new law as a de facto anti-blasphemy law.5

Northern Ireland is the last part of the UK to have blasphemy laws. England and Wales
abolished its blasphemy law in 2008 and Scotland’s repeal comes into force this year.
However, there are examples where expression is stifled. Last year, the Advertising
Standards Authority banned an advert in part for being ‘likely to cause o�ence to
Christians’.6 The following month, four pupils at a school with no religious character
were suspended for damaging a copy of the Quran. They received death threats when
the news broke, yet one of the pupil’s mother’s said she did not want to press charges
for threats of violence at a press conference alongside the police.7

We ask the Special Rapporteur how she will work with states to prevent further
backsliding on the repeal of anti-blasphemy laws and de facto blasphemy bans.
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1 Humanists UK is the operating name of the British Humanist Association.
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